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Introduction

 The air is thick with humidity from the daily rain.  A canopy overhead has been 

assembled by bamboo and vines.  A statue lays illuminated in the sun freed from a break in the 

jungle.  A women approaches a statue, presses her hands together and raises them just above her 

forehead, pausing for a moment as she gazes into the face of the statue, then rhythmically her 

hands move to her chest before her old body works its shape into a kneel.  Fixed to the stone 

ground, she again pauses for a chance to reflect on the statue of her affection, before she throws 

her hands forward, prostrating herself on the ground beneath the statue.  This ritual–performed in 

sets of three–can be seen in front of Buddhist statues, temples, and icons throughout many areas 

of China.  Garnishing this particular scene, where various manifestations of the Buddha would 

appear, are the figures of Jesus, Mary, and Joseph.  The women, mentioned earlier, is praying 

beneath a statue of Jesus on her way down from Mass after leaving the hill-top from the Basilica 

of Our Lady of She Shan.

 While the Roman Catholic Church cannot integrate fully into the People’s Republic of 

China, the people of China have fully integrated the Roman Catholic faith into their identity as 

members of the People’s Republic of China.  Their devote strength and admiration to the faith, 

gives witness to the lives they lie down for the faith.  In a society governed by advocating 

atheists and restricted religious freedom, the faithful people of China maintain their faith with 

rigid piety.  For it is only the faithful Chinese, who find themselves living in the balance between 

Rome and the People’s Republic, that struggle to find resolve within the deeply rooted dispute.

 This study of the Catholic Church in China began as a humble research project but has 

transformed into an obsession.  Three months of research, meeting people, and personally living 
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the faith has fostered a genuine fascination of the topic.  Just when it seemed to all make since, 

something would happen that would changed how I viewed everything.  From programs that 

taught English by using Catechesis as their lesson plan, to the Chinese government appointing 

new Bishops, and even having priest publicly denounce their membership in the Chinese 

Patriotic Catholic Association, the government-run body that oversees Catholics in China, I have 

found new avenues to travel in my study.  Meeting people who struggle daily to practice their 

faith, have raised questions in how I understand my own faith.  Their positive and steadfast 

optimism of Christianity is truly admirable, and it is with their optimism that I have approached 

this essay on the Catholic Church in China.  I intend to capture an understanding of the Church’s 

beginning and its maturation into our world today.

Breaking Ground

 Roman Catholicism had been on the shores of China since before the sixteenth century, 

but it did not begin making strides until 1578 when Matteo Ricci, a Jesuit Priest, came to China 

as a missionary.  Ricci entered China with an air of respect and mutually understanding; he had 

spent years studying the Chinese language and culture before beginning his missionary work.  

He believed that missionaries should not impose the faith onto the culture, but instead should 

become accustomed to the new culture to find ways to ingrate the faith.  His efforts to assimilate 

to the Chinese culture resulted in the first Chinese dictionary to be translated into a European 

language for his brother Jesuits to use in training.  Ricci worked tirelessly to establish 

relationships with the Chinese and as a result became the first westerner to be invited into the 

Imperial Palace.  In 1601 Ming Dynasty Emperor Wanli granted Ricci access to the Imperial 
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Palace and was also given a generous living stipend, because of his extensive knowledge of 

geometry, astrology, and the sciences that he agreed to share with Chinese Scholars.  Matteo 

Ricci’s work with the scholars granted benefits for both Western and Chinese society; their 

combined study created the first western-style map in Chinese and a translation of Confucian 

teachings into Latin.

 The newly garnered understanding of Confucianism separated Matteo Ricci from other 

missionaries.  Where other missionaries were quick to identify the differences between Christian 

and Chinese thoughts, Ricci used Confucian teachings and ancient Chinese traditions as a 

method for teaching Christianity.  He believed that Christianity was merely a deeper 

manifestation of Confucianism and allowed his Chinese converts to continue studying Confucian 

ideals and also allowed them to practice their ancient rituals of honoring their ancestors.  This 

angered many conservative Catholics who saw these practices as forms of idolatry–a direct 

violation of Catholic teaching–and Ricci was punished for his actions and forced to leave China 

for a period of time.  Years later, however, Ricci was celebrated for his approach towards 

Christian Conversion and praised for his translations of Confucian writing.  His methods for 

evangelization became a common practice for future missionaries.

 The close relationships that Matteo Ricci established while in the Imperial Palace resulted 

in several Chinese Scholars converting to Christianity.  One such convert, 杨廷筠 Yáng Tíngyún, 

was a Scholar who had devoutly studied the texts of Confucius for the Imperial Palace for thirty-

five years.  Taking to Christian studies as he had to Confucianism, Yáng Tíngyún became known 

as one of the “Three Pillars of Chinese Catholicism” because of his writings and admiration of 

the faith, his personal work of reportedly converting one hundred Catholics, and for establishing 
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numerous missions in Shanghai and the surrounding provinces. In one of his writings where he 

compares Christianity and Confucianism Yáng Tíngyún writes: 

A spiritual nature is God's gift to man, and it is the greatest gift of 

all… benevolence, righteousness, social etiquette, and wisdom (the 

four Confucian virtues) are all indeed of this nature. These things 

that God has given us are what we've had all along. The Bible calls 

it morality and Confucius calls it conscience.        (Standaert)

It was Yáng Tíngyún’s writings of dialogue between Christian teachings and traditional Chinese 

costumes that helped to bring the Christianity to maturity in China.  This “Pillar of Chinese 

Catholicism” continues to be celebrated today.

The Separation Begins

 As imperial rule began fading in China, so to did the open relationship of the Catholic 

Church in China.  With the beginning spread of Communism in 1949 religious activity became 

limited, and in 1951 all religious activity was banned during Chairman Mao Zedong’s Cultural 

Revolution.  The Cultural Revolution, as understood by Chairman Mao, sought the destruction of 

The Four Olds–old customs, old culture, old habits, and old ideas–because they were the 

embodiment of capitalist thinking and a direction defilement of the Communist Party.  One of the 

main targets of the Four Olds Movement was religion.  The Communist Party believed religion 

was a means of hostile foreign infiltration, as well as an instrument of the “ruling class” as it 

separated the people of the proletariate from the ordained elite.  Because Christianity was 

deemed as one of the “hostile foreign institutions” a common propaganda slogan of the time was 
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“beating down Jesus following.”  During this time missionaries were no longer allowed to enter 

the country, and many ordained and lay Catholics were imprisoned or forced into “working 

camps.”  Several religious members were often forced to participate in the destruction of their 

own churches, many of which became entirely demolished or heavily damaged.  The 

infrastructures that remained were repurposed into military storage facilities, offices, or other 

purposes for the needs of the government.

 Using Marxism-Leninism, Mao Zedong Thought, and Deng Xiaoping Theory as the 

compass for the Communist Party of China the void between religion and China was created as 

Marxist ideology states “unreservedly that religion and communism were in theory and practice 

irreconcilable” (Bukharin).  While the Cultural Revolution ended in 1976 and with it many of it’s 

policies against religious institutions; the void between China and Catholicism continues today 

(China).

The Struggle Continues

 The People’s Republic of China has made significant growth towards opening its walls to 

social freedoms that would have seemed virtually impossible during Mao’s era–especially a 

movement towards the freedom of religion.  Though the government continues to make great 

strides, problems continue to exist today.  The Chinese government formally recognizes only five 

religions and requires these groups and those belonging to these religions to register with the 

government and submit to the control of the state.  According to the United States Congressional-

Executive Commission on China Annual Report in 2011, Catholics–one of the five officially 

recognized religions, including Buddhism, Taoism, Falun Gong, and Protestants–have been 
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harassed, and in some cases detained, for worshipping outside of state-controlled churches.  The 

state-operated Chinese Patriotic Catholic Association on several occasions has blatantly 

disregarded Canon Law and the regulations of the Holy See and have ordained priests, as well as 

bishops without the approval of the Pope (United States of America). 

 On Friday, July 6, 2012, government officials in the Chinese Patriotic Catholic 

Association organized the consecration of Fr. Joseph Yue Fusheng as bishop in the northern city 

of Harbin, an appointment that had not been approved by the Vatican.  Reportedly present at the 

ordination were bishops loyal to the Vatican who had been forced to participate–a common 

practice meant to give Beijing-appointed bishops legitimacy in the eyes of local believers.  

Bishop Yue was immediately excommunicated by the Holy See.  

 The following day, Saturday, July 7, 2012, in the Cathedral of St. Ignatius in Shanghai–

home to the largest population of Catholics in China, and seen as the premier Catholic city in 

China–Bishop Thaddeus Ma Daqin, a highly respected bishop in both the eyes of Beijing and 

Rome, was consecrated as auxiliary bishop to be put in line to succeed the aging Archbishop 

Aloysius Jin Luxian.  Stunningly, however, Bishop Ma announced that he would no longer work 

for the Chinese Patriotic Catholic Association saying, “In the light of the teaching of our mother 

church, as I now serve as a bishop, I should focus on pastoral work and evangelization… 

Therefore, from this day of consecration, it will no longer be convenient for me to be a member 

of the patriotic association” (Johnson).  As a result of his actions, Bishop Ma was taken from the 

Church after the service, and reportedly forced to go “on retreat.”  As of this writing, he has not 

been heard from since. 
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Steps Towards Dialogue

 Struggles that have caused schisms between the Catholic Church and China have not 

ended hope that one day the two parties will again be in communion. Pope Benedict XIV, in a 

letter to the Catholic Church in China in 2007, encouraged steps towards reconciliation for 

grievances on behalf of both parties and reassured the government of the People’s Republic of 

China by recalling the words of Father Matteo Ricci S.J., “the Catholic Church seeks no 

privilege from China and its leaders, but solely the resumption of dialogue in order to build a 

relationship based upon mutual respect and deeper understanding.”  He further goes on to 

explain:

The Church… is not identified with any political community  nor is 

she tied to any political system. She is at once the sign and the 

safeguard of the transcendental dimension of the human person… 

The political community and the Church are autonomous and 

independent of each other in their own fields. They are both at the 

service of the personal and social vocation of the same individuals, 

though under different titles. Their service will be more efficient 

and beneficial to all if both institutions develop better cooperation 

according to the circumstances of place and time.         (Benedict)

Pope Benedict’s efforts to reestablish connections between the Holy See and the People’s 

Republic of China have reassured many Chinese to prove the modernity of their faith through 

their works and deeds. 
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 In Shanghai, China, home to the largest population of Chinese Catholics, numerous 

Church based organizations inspired by their faith have established a wide range of social 

services that demonstrate the affirming capacity of Chinese Catholics. Education, health care, 

homeless shelters, food centers, the list of resources grows daily in and around Shanghai. The 

ordained and the laity wish to be living examples of their faith in hopes to encourage a better 

understanding of the desires of religious freedom and the Catholic Church.  As English 

Education is deeply sought after, many Churches have begun offering free programs to children 

and parents.  Many such programs use Catechesis, in both Chinese and English, as the basis for 

their education.  They feel that their education programs can help be a living witness to the faith 

and attract others towards the good nature of the members. 

Personal Affirmations

 Three months in the world’s largest and most populous city, and home to China’s largest 

population of Catholics have allowed me to live through the eyes of Chinese Catholics.  While at 

times it can feel discouraging to be a Catholic in China by being constantly bombarded by 

reports that violations seem to be occurring daily.  It is however, overwhelmingly faith affirming 

having to live as a “defending Catholic” rather than just as a “existing Catholic,” which is all too 

common in the United States.  The Catholics that I had the pleasure of getting to know, reflected 

a more conservative view of the faith holding more stringently to the Catechism.  Their faith 

reflected that of someone who had been oppressed; they possessed a beaten backbone and a 

reenforced conscious.  In a society that is statistically atheistic, they stand as countercultural 

symbols of morals and social justice practices.
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 It is hard to not relate the environment of the Chinese Catholics, to the historical structure 

of Rome that existed in the times of Jesus.  These modern-day Catholics live the Gospels, 

preform Corporal and Spiritual Works of Mercy, and active examples of the Beatitudes.  In a 

government that prevents evangelization, they have created methods to bring people in through 

their various outreach programs. While stumbling blocks do exist for religious individuals, their 

maturity and response are steps towards greater communion. It is the hope of these people that 

they can continue to be upstanding citizens of the People’s Republic of China as well as faithful 

Catholics.

Conclusion

 The Catholic Church and the People’s Republic of China is standing at a pivotal point.  

The eyes of the world has turned its attention on these parties in light of recent events, and only a 

mature and well executed response bring resolve.  I believe that the best hope for the Church is 

in the members of its faithful who give witness to the positive affirming practices of the religion.  

If the Vatican wishes to convince China that the Holy See has no political interest in becoming 

fully recognized, its best efforts should be made by utilizing the citizens of China who already 

represent the true potential of a faith-filled country. 
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